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VGOS network overview
• Observes four 512 MHz wide bands, spanning the range of (∼3-10.7 GHz) 1

• 8×32MHz (LSB) channels out of each band are recorded for both linear pols.
• Network uses a heterogeneous set of back-ends and recorders:

• RDBE-G with Mark6 recorder (KPGO, GGAO, MGO)
• R2DBE-G with Mark6 recorder (Westford, Yebes)
• DDBC2 with Mark6 recorder (Wettzell)
• DDBC3 with flexbuff recorder (Onsala twin telescopes)
• ADS3000 with K6(?) recorder (Ishioka)

• Each station equipped with 5 MHz phase-cal system.

VGOS Network

1https://www.haystack.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/memo_VGOS_044.pdf
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A variety of data formats

Back-end Sample type Media Format
RDBE-G/R2DBE-G complex Mark6 scatter/gather VDIFC/0:1:2:3/8224/2
RDBE-G/R2DBE-G complex RAID (gathered) VDIFC/32800/2

DDBC2 real Mark6 scatter/gather VDIF/0:1:2:3/8224/2
DDBC3 real RAID (gathered) VDIF/65568/2

ADS3000 real RAID (gathered) VDIF/5152/2

Table: Back-end data formats

• There is some additional cost due to the need for some stations to gather their data before
sending it to the correlator.
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This year has been complicated...

• At the beginning of this year, production correlation was largely being done with DiFX 2.5.3
without any issues. 2.5.3 was being used mainly because VDIF playback from Mark6 media
was broken in the trunk. (I believe this has since been fixed by J. Wagner.)

• Then one station changed their phase-cal system from 5 MHz to 10 MHz spacing – This
required a small patch, so currently production VGOS correlation at Haystack is done using a
patched version of 2.5.

• Subsequently, J. Wagner/C. Phillips and others found a bug in DiFX ≤ 2.5 that caused
complex LSB VDIF to be treated as if it were USB.

• Serendipitously (?!) the VGOS stations recording what we thought was LSB complex VDIF
have in fact been recording this data as USB.
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Possible options moving forward

Other correlators (Bonn, and soon others) are starting to pick up VGOS experiments for
production correlation, so we would like to settle on a stable version of DiFX that can be used
across all correlators. Possible options are:

• Temporarily create a DiFX 2.5.4 tag (to capture the 10MHz p-cal patch) so that we can
continue largely as we are.

• Move to DiFX 2.6.2, but do the correlation as using mixed USB/LSB frequency set-ups in
the correlator vex file for the complex/real VDIF data. – This works (at the DiFX level)
however, it will require some large changes downstream to difx2mark4 in order to properly
handle the autocorrs for the stations which have data converted from LSB to USB (which
end up with 2 versions (LSB/USB) of the same channels).

• Use zoom bands to do VGOS correlation – This probably works, but has not yet been tried,
we ought to check whether there would be any performance hit.

• Lastly, move to DiFX 2.6.2 but change the RDBE-G/R2DBE-G such that the complex VDIF
data gets exported as LSB. This appears to be the most promising long-term solution, since I
believe it does not require any firmware changes (the switch is merely a configuration
option). However this needs to be confirmed experimentally.

Thoughts?
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